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Introduction: The vaccine distribution for the COVID-19 is a multicriteria decision-making (MCDM) pro-
blem based on three issues, namely, identification of different distribution criteria, importance criteria
and data variation. Thus, the Pythagorean fuzzy decision by opinion score method (PFDOSM) for priori-
tising vaccine recipients is the correct approach because it utilises the most powerful MCDM ranking
method. However, PFDOSM weighs the criteria values of each alternative implicitly, which is limited
to explicitly weighting each criterion. In view of solving this theoretical issue, the fuzzy-weighted
zero-inconsistency (FWZIC) can be used as a powerful weighting MCDM method to provide explicit
weights for a criteria set with zero inconstancy. However, FWZIC is based on the triangular fuzzy number
that is limited in solving the vagueness related to the aforementioned theoretical issues.
Objectives: This research presents a novel homogeneous Pythagorean fuzzy framework for distributing
the COVID-19 vaccine dose by integrating a new formulation of the PFWZIC and PFDOSM methods.
Methods: The methodology is divided into two phases. Firstly, an augmented dataset was generated that
included 300 recipients based on five COVID-19 vaccine distribution criteria (i.e., vaccine recipient
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memberships, chronic disease conditions, age, geographic location severity and disabilities). Then, a deci-
sion matrix was constructed on the basis of an intersection of the ‘recipients list’ and ‘COVID-19 distribu-
tion criteria’. Then, the MCDM methods were integrated. An extended PFWZIC was developed, followed
by the development of PFDOSM.
Results: (1) PFWZIC effectively weighted the vaccine distribution criteria. (2) The PFDOSM-based group
prioritisation was considered in the final distribution result. (3) The prioritisation ranks of the vaccine
recipients were subject to a systematic ranking that is supported by high correlation results over nine
scenarios of the changing criteria weights values.
Conclusion: The findings of this study are expected to ensuring equitable protection against COVID-19
and thus help accelerate vaccine progress worldwide.
� 2022 The Authors. Published by Elsevier B.V. on behalf of Cairo University. This is an open access article

under the CC BY license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/).
Introduction

Countries worldwide have recently faced great challenges due
to the coronavirus disease of 2019 (COVID-19) pandemic, and
many companies have succeeded in developing vaccines to stop
the disease that has caused millions of deaths worldwide [1]. How-
ever, the mortality and morbidity reports and the increasing rate of
confirmed infections due to the pandemic are not clear globally [2].
Most countries are facing the new waves of COVID-19 strains, and
the need for a vaccine has become more important than ever [3].
Further progress is anticipated in the coming months, but its suc-
cess depends on the satisfaction of communities worldwide with
the progress of distribution. In a fast-evolving pandemic similar
to COVID-19, merely identifying a successful mechanism for the
allocation of vaccine distribution does not guarantee successful
progress against it [4]. Therefore, governments must firstly follow
a priority mechanism for allocating COVID-19 vaccine doses
amongst the population and avoid randomisation of vaccine distri-
bution. For a clear view of how to support the community with a
novel mechanism for COVID-19 vaccine distribution across differ-
ent kinds of populations, which is considerably needed at the
moment, this study emphasises the importance of a fair allocation
mechanism when providing COVID-19 vaccination and highlights
the current progress with respect to the faced challenges and
issues from multifaceted aspects and perspectives.

Healthcare providers and stakeholders have reported that the
equity and fairness considerations are becoming high priorities in
healthcare policy discussions, and they have even become an
important global responsibility [5-8]. The fair allocation mecha-
nism is encouraged by the World Health Organisation (WHO).
Moreover, equitable and consistent allocation plans, informed by
ethical values and public health needs, are required to maximise
public health benefits and ensure that scarce health products are
available and accessible to those in need [9]. Hence, developing
an effective and dynamic mechanism for vaccine distribution is
crucial and viewed as the only progress method for ensuring equity
and fairness. In this context, the current progress of the COVID-19
vaccine distribution amidst this global pandemic is posing an
obstacle in achieving the aforementioned goal. Whether the pro-
gress is encouraging is unclear. On the one hand, the trial phases
have been completed, and approval has been received only for a
few vaccines; however, the available doses will not be able to cover
the current needs of all populations, which can lead to anxiety
amongst them [10]. On the other hand, given the limited vaccine
doses, some individuals fear that fair allocation will not occur at
both the global level (between countries) and local level (amongst
different groups of society) where the evaluation of vaccine distri-
bution has become a complex problem and the state of vaccine
progress is unclear [11]. Hence, the process of assessing the local
distribution of the COVID-19 vaccine is still in its infancy. Conse-
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quently, the proper key direction should be determined to estab-
lish a suitable and efficacious mechanism for allocating the
limited doses of COVID-19 vaccines [12]. Firstly, the types of ‘vac-
cine recipients’ should be identified. Typically, the recipients who
need the vaccine the most should be identified. Then, the attri-
butes/criteria that play a key role and can affect the distribution
mechanism amongst those recipients must also be determined
[13]. However, several aspects need to be currently investigated
on the basis of the literature.

Few community studies have presented elaborate findings on
the vaccine distribution process. Few reports have provided a stan-
dard framework for the allocation of vaccine distribution amongst
populations, the most important of which has been provided by a
strategic advisory group of experts on immunisation who work
with WHO [14]. This framework offers guidance at a global level
on the allocation of COVID-19 vaccines between countries and at
the national level with respect to the distribution of groups to be
vaccinated within countries as the supply is limited. Moreover,
the framework has defined general attributes of prioritisation
based on age, health condition and job type at three levels, namely,
the global, local and regional levels. Since then, any future work
related to COVID-19 vaccine distribution has been provided with
a solid basis and starting point. This initiative has also motivated
other researchers to present global allocation strategies for
COVID-19 vaccine distribution. Dooling [11] divided societal seg-
ments into two levels. Firstly, priority is given to health care
employees, people who have high health risks, old people, and
essential workers who provide services to people. Secondly, prior-
ity is given to second-line workers who support healthcare work-
ers and people who face greater barriers of accessing care if they
become seriously ill or whose living or working conditions place
them at a risk of infection. Bubar [15] utilised an informed
approach to prioritise vaccines based on age and serological status.
In the study, adults aged between 20 and 49 years should be priori-
tised to reduce the cumulative infection, whilst adults over 60 years
should be prioritised to reduce the mortality rate. Hezam [10]
identified four main criteria and 15 sub-criteria, and several groups
of people were considered in the prioritisation of the vaccine dis-
tribution. In the study, a multicriteria decision-making (MCDM)
approach was utilised to resolve the distribution issue, and the
analytic hierarchy process (AHP) method was used to assign the
criteria weights (i.e. age index, health state, women state and job
kind index). Moreover, the method called technique for order pref-
erence by similarity to ideal solution (TOPSIS) was used to evaluate
the COVID-19 vaccine alternatives for selecting a suitable vaccine
in the early stage. Chen [16] analysed the impact of the COVID-
19 pandemic on the availability of alternative supplier selection
by also utilising TOPSIS. Ref. [17] explored the most significant fac-
tors affecting the demand of vaccines that are not included in the
national immunisation campaigns. The cause-and-effect relation-
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ships amongst the factors was determined by using the fuzzy
decision-making trial and evaluation laboratory method, conse-
quently providing insights for policymakers in terms of improving
the vaccine demand forecast and increasing the vaccine uptake.

Ref. [10] focused on prioritising certain groups in the society,
but no datasets were used to prove the distribution mechanism.
Moreover, the inconsistency problem amongst the criteria weights
should be solved to guarantee a fair distribution process. Therefore,
the existing published works cannot adequately establish a
distribution mechanism for the COVID-19 vaccine allocation/distri-
bution as the relevant criteria have not yet been defined [14]. Thus,
before providing our solution direction, the current issues/obsta-
cles with respect to the allocation of vaccine distribution should
be considered. Three issues need to be addressed, namely, multi-
evaluation criteria, data variation and criteria importance. These
parameters can help to bridge the gap in the distribution of the
COVID-19 vaccine. The required distribution for potential vaccine
recipients is relayed on the basis of different evaluation criteria
(e.g. vaccine recipient memberships, chronic disease conditions,
age, gender, geographic location severity and disabilities) [2,10].
This aspect contributes to the first issue, namely, the need to ade-
quately establish a set of multi-evaluation criteria. Moreover, for
each COVID-19 vaccine distribution criterion, the values may vary
from one criterion to another, resulting in the second issue related
to data variation amongst the vaccine distribution criteria. The
third issue refers to the different values of importance that are
often assigned to each vaccine distribution criterion that further
increases the complexity of the task [15]. Thus, according to the
aforementioned issues, a dynamic COVID-19 vaccine distribution
can be considered to be an MCDM problem. However, charting
the distribution progress of vaccine doses for populations and soci-
eties in this global pandemic setting is challenging because it
requires the several handling methods to be well-coordinated as
they occur simultaneously [18]. Moreover, determining how to pri-
oritise the COVID-19 vaccine recipients’ criteria generates another
challenge that renders the distribution of vaccine recipients to be a
complex task, and a dynamic solution needs to be recommended. A
previous study [10] recommended a solution in which the group of
decision makers must involve experts from multiple fields to
obtain the benefit of their experiences in setting priorities and
determining the principal guidelines. Similarly, the MCDM
approach should be utilised to overcome the complexity of
COVID-19 vaccine distribution. MCDM is an important method in
expert systems and operation research entailing several decision
alternatives and criteria [19-25], and it involves structuring, plan-
ning and solving decision problems by utilising numerous criteria
[26-30]. The utilisation of MCDM is rapidly gaining popularity
owing to its ability to improve the quality of decisions through a
more explicit, rational and efficient process compared with the
conventional approaches [31-35]. Over the decades, scholars have
developed multiple MCDM methods and approaches to solve mul-
tiple discrete problems in different fields [36-40]. MCDM is utilised
to address the essential requirement of locating the most eligible
alternative(s) amongst a set of alternatives based on the selected
criteria, in which this set of alternatives shares the same decision
criteria as the decision matrix (DM) to solve the decision-making
problems [41-44]. Furthermore, MCDM methods are generally
divided into two main approaches, in which each approach pro-
vides criteria weighting and/or the ranking of alternatives [45-
48]. However, as issues and challenges are oftentimes complex,
the MCDM weighting and ranking method should be applied to a
candidate method [49].

If MCDM methods are ranked, then the latest and most power-
ful method is called the fuzzy decision by opinion score method
(FDOSM) based on the triangular fuzzy number (TFN). This tech-
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nique was proposed for considering the idea of an ideal solution,
avoid two preferences, reduce the number of comparisons, define
fair and implicit understandable comparisons, prevent inconsisten-
cies, reduce vagueness and yield a minimum number of mathemat-
ical operations [50]. FDOSM applies the concepts of ideal solution
and opinion matrix to overcome the identified challenges under
a fuzzy environment with relatively few mathematical equations.
FDOSM also provides logical decisions because it depends on the
opinion of a decision maker (the expert). FDOSM can mostly over-
come inconsistencies, which are the main limitation of the human
approach, and decrease time consumption when performing com-
parisons. Therefore, this method can avoid data loss and provide a
logical decision. Moreover, the normalisation and weights in the
mathematical approach problems can be resolved. The vagueness
in the data can also be addressed using fuzzy numbers [50,51].

However, FDOSM has two considerable limitations that may
result in different ranking results. Firstly, the decision-making
approach in an FDOSM technique is based on direct aggregation
only. However, other decision-making approaches, such as dis-
tance measurement and compromise ranking, are not used. Thus,
these approaches should be adopted to obtain comprehensive
insights and understand the variation in the FDOSM results. Sec-
ondly, the mathematical operator used in the direct aggregation
approach of FDOSM is based on the arithmetic mean (AM) operator
only. Other mathematical operators (i.e. AM, geometric mean, har-
monic mean and root mean square) are not used. To overcome
these limitations of FDOSM, a study [52] proposed an extended
version of this approach based on the TFN.

TFN manifests limitations in the handling of vagueness and
uncertainty [53]. MCDM techniques contain the decision makers’
preferences and subjective judgments, including quantitative
and/or qualitative criteria ratings, in addition to the weights of
the criteria. These issues can be imprecise, indefinite and uncer-
tain, thereby complicating the decision-making process when
applied to real-world problems [54]. To overcome uncertainty
issues and capture much more helpful information under impre-
cise and uncertain conditions, a study [55] introduced the concept
of the Pythagorean fuzzy number (PFN) as a new evaluation format
that is defined by membership and non-member status, the sum of
which is less than or equal to 1 [56]. The PFN was recently devel-
oped as a modern extension of an intuitionistic fuzzy set to manage
the problematic uncertainty in group decision issues [57]. PFN
emerged as an effective method of representing the fuzziness
and uncertainty of MCDM problems, with the Pythagorean fuzzy
set (PFS) being more general than the intuitionistic fuzzy set
(IFS) [56,58,59]. As for their distinctness, the PFS needs to satisfy
the condition in which the square sum of the membership degree
and the non-membership degree is equal to or less than 1, whereas
the IFS needs to satisfy the condition in which the sum of the two
degrees is equal to or less than 1. PFS is more general than IFS
because the PFN membership space is greater than the intuitionis-
tic fuzzy number (IFN) membership space [58]. Consequently, the
Pythagorean fuzzy decision by opinion score method (PFDOSM)
for overcoming the uncertainty issues of TFN was extended on
the basis of the power Bonferroni mean (PBM) operator [60]. This
approach is utilised in this study to rank the COVID-19 vaccine
recipients.

The PFDOSM weighting for the criteria values of each alterna-
tive is implicit; it is limited to the explicit calculation of the weight
for each criterion, which is considered to be a theoretical issue [50].
In view of resolving this issue, a method should be able to assign
weights to the criteria without entailing a pairwise comparison
amongst the set of criteria, which was the basis of developing
the FDOSM [50]. According to the literature review, the latest
method proposed by [61] is called the fuzzy-weighted zero-
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inconsistency (FWZIC), which can provide weights for criteria with
zero inconstancy. The FWZIC method could solve the following
limitations of the best worst method, AHP and analytic network
process: (i) inability of the procedure to offer the decision maker
an instant feedback on the consistency of pairwise comparisons,
(ii) absence of accounting for ordinary consistency and (iii) short-
age of the consistency threshold value for evaluating the reliability
of results [61,62]. However, FWZIC was developed on the basis of
TFN. As mentioned earlier, TFN has limitations in solving uncer-
tainty and vagueness issues. Thus, the FWZIC method must be
extended to the PFN environment, an approach called the PFWZIC,
to overcome the limitations.

This study proposes a novel homogeneous Pythagorean fuzzy
decision-making framework by integrating a new formulation of
FWZIC with FDOSM to develop a dynamic COVID-19 vaccine distri-
bution mechanism. The findings of this study are expected to con-
tribute to the equitable protection against COVID-19, with equal
respect based on the available vaccine amount and the population
demand.
Methodology

The methodology of formulating the proposed vaccine distribu-
tion framework is divided into two phases. The first phase is the
identification. The criteria influencing the COVID-19 vaccine distri-
bution, vaccine recipients as alternatives and dataset augmenta-
tion to be utilised in the proposed DM for prioritising the vaccine
recipients are discussed in this phase. The second phase proposes
an MCDM solution based on the PFWZIC method for determining
the weights to be assigned to the criteria and prioritising vaccine
recipients by using the PFDOSM method. These phases are dis-
cussed in detail in the succeeding sections. A summarised method-
ology of the proposed framework is shown in Fig. 1.
Phase I: Identification

Three essential stages are presented in this phase. Firstly, the
criteria of COVID-19 vaccine recipients and the vaccine recipients
(alternatives) are defined and identified. Secondly, the data gener-
Fig. 1. Methodology phases of CO
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ation and augmentation of alternatives depending on the identified
criteria are performed to offer a new dataset for the COVID-19 vac-
cine research. Thirdly, the examined selected criteria and alterna-
tives from the new dataset are utilised to propose the
prioritisation DM of vaccine recipients.
Identification of COVID-19 vaccine distribution criteria and
alternatives

The number of individuals to be prioritised is more than the
number of initial vaccine doses, which causes the distribution
within population groups to be a crucial process [63-65]. The vac-
cine distribution will be achieved to serve the vaccine recipients
who represent the alternatives. In addition, a review of literature
was conducted to identify the criteria for vaccine distribution. In
particular, five characteristics were determined to influence the
COVID-19 vaccine direction [66-69]. These characteristics repre-
sent the criteria of COVID-19 vaccine recipients. The description
of each criterion is as follows.

Vaccine recipient memberships are the different population
groups engaged to obtain the vaccine doses. The recipients can
be frontline health workers or other key workers and frontline staff
employees; however, they could also be neither or both of them,

such as children and homemakers [70,71]. Firstly, frontline health
workers play vital roles in healthcare services. Nonetheless, a sys-
tematic classification of frontline healthcare workers is needed, as
they are at a high risk of being infected by the virus and may suffer
from high morbidity and mortality [72]. Hence, they should be pri-
oritised to protect the availability of critical essential hospital ser-
vices during the COVID-19 pandemic. Frontline health workers can
be divided into four groups: doctor, pharmacist, nurse and health
worker [73]. The doctor is an individual who helps patients based
on his/her specialty. The pharmacist is a medical professional who
plays a vital role in encouraging patients to achieve the best out-
comes from medicines. A nurse is an individual who is qualified
to take care of patients in hospitals. A health worker is an ordinary
individual with little formal education but is responsible for
hospital-based services. Secondly, key workers or frontline staff
are employees who provide essential service or key public service
[74]. The term has been used in many recent government
VID-19 vaccine distribution.
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announcements when officials introduce newmeasures to stop the
spread of the COVID-19 outbreak [75]. The list currently includes
but is not limited to the following critical workers: teacher, spe-
cialist education professional, religious staff, journalist, charity
staff, local government, national government, medical goods sales,
security, police officer, fire service employee, probation staff,
armed forces, air transport employee, water transport employee,
road transport employee, postal employee, oil suppliers, delivery
worker, electricity supplier and gas suppliers.

Chronic disease conditions are defined broadly as conditions
that last for one year or more and require continuous medical
attention or limit the activities of daily living. Chronic diseases,
such as heart diseases, cancer and diabetes, are the leading causes
of death and disability. Human health conditions or a disease state
can reflect a single type of disease or the concurrence of multiple
diseases [76]. Hence, chronic diseases can be divided into two
groups: single condition in which a person has a single chronic dis-
ease (e.g. diabetes) and multi-condition in which a person has
multi-chronic diseases (e.g. hypertension or cardiovascular disor-
ders) [77].

Age is the number of years since the birth of an individual. The
fatality is high amongst the older people because COVID-19 may be
due to cytokine storm, immune cell repertoire and change in gly-
cose [78]. Therefore, age-based segregation must be utilised in
the prioritisation of vaccine recipients, and the most affected age
category must be prioritised [68,79].

Geographic location severity refers to identified areas with pre-
viously reported cases or current cases of COVID-19. This criterion
is used to assess the severity and spread of infection, and related
findings can offer general recommendations for each severity level.
Geographic location severity can be divided into four categories:
green, yellow, orange and red. Green indicates that the location
is free of COVID-19 infection. Yellow indicates a less-infected loca-
tion requiring certain actions from the community, such as wear-
ing masks, social distancing, aggressive testing (as needed) and
recording of interactions. Orange indicates a ‘dangerous’ location
and requires continuous testing, restricted movement and stay-
at-home actions. Red indicates a high health risk in the location
due to the high number of virus infections. The geographic location
severity within each country must be taken into account when dis-
tributing the vaccine [50].

Disability is a physical or mental condition that restricts the
actions, senses or behaviour of an individual. Disability is any con-
dition that hinders a person from performing certain activities or
interacting with the environment around them. This criterion can
be divided into four types: hearing difficulty, vision impairment,
epilepsy and ability. Hearing difficulty refers to moderate to seri-
ous hearing loss. Vision impairment is a term used by professionals
to describe some form of vision loss, such as not being able to see
at all or partial vision loss. Epilepsy is characterised as having two
or more unprovoked seizures. Ability refers to having the means or
the desire to perform a certain task. Moreover, the rapidly chang-
ing landscape of the COVID-19 has led this outbreak to become a
global public health priority, and the best approach is to address
the needs and continue to protect the health and well-being of
people with disabilities [68]. Incidentally, the existing academic
literature on vaccine distribution does not offer an adequate data-
set that considers all of the relevant criteria and alternatives. As
any single dataset platform will unlikely combine all of the above-
mentioned criteria and alternatives, a new augmented dataset is
introduced in this study.

Dataset augmentation
In the second part of the identification phase, 300 cases of the

vaccine recipients were generated as proof of concept. Although
the generalisation and inclusion of more than 300 cases are possi-
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ble, the insights from the generated cases usually can satisfy the
concepts of the presented framework, from which the results can
then meet the desired goals. A coding scheme using the
exception-handling model was developed in Python to generate
the augmented dataset of the 300 cases based on the five criteria
(Appendix A1). Generating the most suitable probabilities for the
identified alternatives and criteria as a proof of concept can help
to achieve the study aim and overcome the stated challenges. Sub-
sequently, certain assumptions about COVID-19 vaccine alterna-
tives were considered in this study. Moreover, the rule-based
control scheme was based on expert opinions who provided pre-
cise descriptions for the criteria. After generating the dataset, a
panel of three experts subjectively validated our dataset (i.e.
knowledge-driven results) to increase the veracity of the data to
the best extent possible and to cover most recipients’ situations.
The three expert panellists were identified and selected from
related study areas (i.e. molecular biology, immunology, biomedi-
cal engineering, medical biotechnology and clinical microbiology).
A new DM for evaluating and differentiating the vaccine recipients
based on the criteria would also be considered (to be discussed in
the next section).

Proposed DM
A DM for the vaccine recipients’ distribution is proposed in this

study. The vaccine recipients should be evaluated and differenti-
ated on the basis of the criteria, in which the intent is to provide
guidelines and define a novel priority methodology. The DM is pre-
sented in Table 1.

The proposed DM is designed on the basis of the intersection of
criteria (i.e. C1, C2, C3, C4 and C5) and recipients (alternatives).
According to MCDM philosophy, the evaluation criteria can be cat-
egorised into three types: benefit criteria, cost criteria and critical
criteria. Benefit criteria means that a larger value is more impor-
tant, whereas the exact opposite is for cost criteria. According to
the expert panel, C3 and C5 (age and geographic location severity)
entail a range of measures and are considered to be the benefit cri-
teria. For example, age is measured on the basis of the number of
years. The higher the number of years, the higher the value. Similar
to age, geographic location severity is categorised into four levels
(green, yellow, orange and red), and the final level has the highest
value. All of the other criteria excluding C3 and C4 can neither be
considered benefit criteria nor cost criteria as they are fitted to
the categorical data, but they can be considered as critical criteria.
For example, the disabilities criterion (C5) has four categories of
data representation: hearing difficulty, vision impairment, epilepsy
and ability. Thus, these items cannot be considered to be benefit or
cost criteria. This scenario similarly applies to the remaining
criteria.

The vaccine distribution issues (i.e. multi-evaluation criteria,
criteria importance and data variation) were previously discussed
in Section 1. In addressing these issues, the next phase shall pro-
vide an MCDM development solution based on the integrated
PFDOSM–PFWZIC methods.

Phase II: Development

Firstly, the development of a dynamic and comfortable distribu-
tion methodology for COVID-19 vaccine recipients is relevant given
the diverse policies adopted by different countries. Seemingly dif-
ferent parameters and characteristics are being adopted by the dif-
ferent countries, indicating that the distribution methodology is a
dynamic process [9]. Some of these parameters involve population,
number of cases, available beds and mortality rate due to COVID-
19. Accounting for these values is essential to guide the allocation
of vaccines. Thus, this study develops a dynamic vaccine distribu-
tion methodology and utilises two MCDM approaches, namely,



Table 1
DM used in COVID-19 vaccine distribution.

Alternatives C1 C2 C3 C4 C5

VR 1 C1/VR1 C2/VR1 C3/VR1 C5/VR1 C6/VR1
VR 2 C1/VR2 C2/VR2 C3/VR2 C5/VR2 C6/VR2
VR 3 C1/VR3 C2/VR3 C3/VR3 C5/VR3 C6/VR3
. . . . . .
. . . . . .
VR 300 C1/VR300 C2/VR300 C3/VR300 C5/VR300 C6/VR300

Remarks: VR = Vaccine recipients; C1 = Vaccine recipient memberships; C2 = Chronic Disease Conditions; C3 = Age; C4 = Geographic Location Severity; C5 = Disabilities
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weighting and ranking. The weighting was achieved using PFWZIC,
whilst PFDOSMwas used for the ranking. Both weighting and rank-
ing were performed using subjective judgment, which can be
equalised to the evaluation of the COVID-19 vaccine distribution
criteria according to a country’s needs. In other words, the experts
can prioritise a specific set of criteria and compare these with
others based on a specific country’s situation. The presented
methodology can be dynamically applied to any country’s policy
environment. The PFWZIC method entails five phases, whereas
the PFDOSM consists of two stages (data transformation and data
processing; Fig. 2). The succeeding subsections shall separately
describe each method along with the relevant mathematical
expressions.
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Fig. 2. PFDOSM–PFW
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Vaccine distribution criteria using a new formulation of PFWZIC
In this section, the identified distributed criteria are utilised in

the PFWZIC steps to construct the weight for each criterion. The
complete details of the five steps of PFWZIC are as follows.
Step 1: Definition of the set of evaluation criteria. This step entails
two processes. The first process is the exploration and presentation
of the predefined set of evaluation criteria. The second process is
the classification and categorisation of all collected criteria. Fur-
thermore, the defined and selected criteria would be evaluated
by the same panel of experts (Section 2.1.2), as explained in the
next step.
Step 1:
Explore and define the 

set of evaluation criteria
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EDM (Likert scale)
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Step 4:
PFWZIC transformation 

PFWZIC
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Table 2
Five-point Likert scale and equivalent numerical scale.

Numerical scoring scale Linguistic scoring scale

1 Not important
2 Slight important
3 Moderately important
4 Important
5 Very important
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Step 2: Structured expert judgement (SEJ). In evaluating and defining
the level of importance of the criteria identified in the previous
step, a panel of three experts was utilised. After exploring and
identifying the list of prospective experts, the selection and nomi-
nation commenced, and the SEJ panel was established. Then, an
evaluation form was developed to obtain the consensus of all of
the SEJ panellists for each criterion, followed by the conversion
of the linguistic scale to its equivalent numerical scale.

Identify experts: Anyone who has knowledge about a subject
matter cannot be considered an expert. The term ‘expert for a given
subject’ is used to designate a person whose present or past field
involves the subject in question and who is regarded by others as
knowledgeable about the subject. These individuals are occasion-
ally designated in the literature as ‘domain’ experts or ‘substantive’
experts to distinguish them from ‘normative experts’, i.e. experts in
statistics and subjective probability. In the current study, the
expert selection method was based on a bibliometric analysis of
all authors and co-authors of studies that have listed the vaccine
distribution criteria.

Select experts: After identifying the set of experts, the experts
who would be involved in the study were selected. In general,
the largest number of experts consistent with the level of resources
should be considered. In this study, three experts were chosen for a
given subject. All potential experts named during the expert iden-
tification phase were contacted via e-mail to determine whether
they were interested and whether they considered themselves a
potential expert for the panel. After the list of candidate experts
was established, the three experts collaborated as the expert
judgement panellists.

Develop the evaluation form: The development of an evaluation
form is a crucial step because this instrument is used to obtain
expert consensus. In the current study, before finalising the evalu-
ation form, the questionnaire underwent reliability and validity
testing. All of the three experts selected in the previous step
reviewed the form.

Define the level of importance scale: In this step, the selected
group of three experts were asked to define the level of impor-
tance/significance of each criterion by using a five-point Likert
scale. In general, no theoretical reason is considered in ruling out
the different lengths of the response scale [61]. The options usually
reflect an underlying continuum rather than a finite number of
possible attitudes. Various lengths, from 2 points to 11 points or
higher, are used in surveys. Five points has become the norm in
Likert scales probably because this number strikes a balance
between the conflicting goals of offering sufficient choices (only
two or three options means measuring only the direction rather
than the strength of opinion) and making it manageable for
respondents (few people have a clear idea of the difference
between the eighth and ninth points in an 11-point agree–disagree
scale) to answer a questionnaire. Research has confirmed that data
from Likert items and those from similar rating scales become sig-
nificantly less accurate when the number of scale points decreases
to below five or increases to above seven. However, these studies
provide no reason for preferring five-point scales to seven-point
scales.

Convert linguistic scale to equivalent numerical scale: As men-
tioned previously, all preference values are identified in the subjec-
tive form, which cannot be used for further analysis unless they are
converted into numerical values. Thus, in this step, the level of
importance/significance of each criterion as recorded by each
expert on the linguistic Likert scale was converted into an equiva-
lent numerical scale (Table 2).

The use of a Likert scale assumes that the vaccine distribution
criteria have different important levels that should be assigned
by an expert. The importance level is assigned using a linguistic
scale that facilitates the process of the evaluation criteria. The
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importance levels range from ‘not important’ to ‘very important’.
However, when an additional analysis needs to be conducted on
the scores obtained by the experts, extracting useful information
from linguistic scores is difficult unless the items are converted
into numerical values. Thus, in this study, an equivalent numerical
value was provided along with each linguistic term where measur-
ing the importance level of the vaccine distribution criteria is
possible.

Step 3: Building the expert decision matrix (EDM). The previous step
clarified how the experts were selected and how their preferences
were determined. In this step, the EDM is constructed that consists
of the vaccine distribution criteria and the alternatives. In this
EDM, a crossover is conducted between the vaccine distribution
criteria and the SEJ panel. Each criterion (Cj) in the attribute inter-
sects with each selective expert (Ei) where the expert has scored
the suitable level of importance for each criterion. The EDM is used
as the basis for the further analysis of the proposed method, as
illustrated in the succeeding subsections.

Step 4: Application of the PFN membership function. In this step, the
PFN membership function and the subsequent defuzzification pro-
cess are applied to the EDM data, in which the data are trans-
formed into a Pythagorean fuzzy EDM to increase their precision
and ease of use in further analysis. However, in MCDM, the prob-
lem is uncertain and imprecise because assigning a precise prefer-
ence rate to any criterion is difficult. The advantage of using the
fuzzy method is the use of vague numbers instead of crisp numbers
to determine the relative value of attributes (criteria) to address
the issue of imprecise and uncertain problems [80-82]. The PFNs
can be presented in objective form [83,84] and are defined As
Eqs. (1) and (2).

P ¼ m; lpðmÞ;vpðmÞ
� �

j m 2 M
n o

; ð1Þ

where ld : M ! ½0;1� is the membership function, and
vd : M ! ½0;1� is a non-membership function of element m 2 M
to p that must fulfil the restriction shown in Eq. (2).

0 < lpðmÞ
� �2

þ vpðmÞ
� �2 � 1; ð2Þ

The degree of hesitancy is given by [84]

ppðmÞ ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1� lpðmÞ

� �2
þ vpðmÞ
� �2r

ð3Þ

The applied arithmetic operation of using PFN can be expressed
in the succeeding equations. The PFN summation and aggregation
operations are defined in Eq. (4) [84,85].

PFAG p
�
1;p
�
2; � � � ; p

�
n

� �
¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1�

Yn

j¼1 1� lj

� �2� �s
¼
Yn

j¼1 v j
� � !

ð4Þ
Eq. (5) shows the PFN division operation [84,86].

p mið Þ�p mj
� � ¼ lP mið Þ

lP mj
� � ;

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
v2
P mið Þ � v2

P mj
� �

1� v2
P mj
� �

s !
ð5Þ
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ifvP mið Þ � vP mj
� �

;lP mið Þ �min lP mj
� �

;
lP mj
� �

pP mið Þ
pp mið Þ

	 


Eq. (6) shows the formulation of the PFN division on a crisp
value [84,86]. The value of each linguistic term with PFN is shown
in Table 3.
p=k ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1� 1� lp

� �2� �1
2

;

s
vp
� �1

2

0
@

1
A; k > 0 ð6Þ

The scoring (the defuzzied (crisp) value of PEN) is defined as fol-
lows [84]:
a ¼ la; ta
� �

beaPFN; s að Þ ¼ la
2 � ta2h að Þ ¼ la

2 þ ta2 ð7Þ
where a is the score and the accuracy degree. For two PFNs
a1 ¼ ðla1; ta1Þ, a2 ¼ la2; ta2

� �
; the following holds true:

(1) If s a1ð Þ> s a2ð Þ, then a1 is bigger than a2, denoted by a1 	
a2;

(2) If s a1ð Þ= s a2ð Þ, then:
(a) If h a1ð Þ > h a2ð Þ, then a1 is bigger than a2, denoted by a1 	

a2;
(b) If h a1ð Þ = h a2ð Þ, then a1 is equal to a2, denoted by a1 = a2.
Table 3 shows that all linguistic variables can be converted into

PFN, assuming that the fuzzy number is the variable for each crite-
rion for Expert K. In other words, Expert K (vaccine distribution
expert) can be asked to identify the importance level of the vaccine
distribution criteria within the variables measured using the lin-
guistic scale.

Step 5: Computation of the final values of the weight coeffi-
cients of the evaluation criteria

The final values of the weight coefficients of the evaluation cri-
teria ðw1;w2; :::;wnÞT are calculated according to the fuzzification
data for the criteria listed in the previous step.

a) The ratio of the fuzzification data is computed according to
Eqs. (3), (4), (5) as formulated in Eq. (8) and the preceding
equations are used with PFN [84,88].
E
�
t : C
�
ij ¼

Imp E
�
ij=C
�
y

� �
Pn

j¼1Imp E
�
ij=C
�
ij

� � ; fori ¼ 1;2;3; ::mandj ¼ 1;2;3; :n ð8Þ

Where Imp Eij=Cij
� �

is an importance level for each criterion

based on each expert, and Imp E
�
ij=C
�
ij

� �
represents the fuzzy num-

ber for such importance.

b) The mean values are computed to find the final fuzzy values
of the weight coefficients of the evaluation criteria

w
�

1;w
�

2; � � � ;w
�

n

� �T
.

Table 3
Linguistic terms and their equivalent PFNs
[87].

Linguistic scale PFNs

Not important (0.20, 0.90)
Slight important (0.40, 0.60)
Moderately important (0.65, 0.50)
Important (0.80, 0.45)
Very important (0.90, 0.20)
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The Pythagorean EDM is used to compute the final weight value
of each criterion according to Eq. (6). Eq. (9) is a formulation of this
process [61].

w
�

j ¼
Xm

i¼1E
�
ij : C

�
ij=m; fori ¼ 1;2;3; � � �mandj ¼ 1;2;3; ::n ð9Þ

c) Defuzzification is performed to find the final weight, and Eq.
(7) [87] is used as the defuzzification method. In the calcula-
tion of the final values of the weight coefficients, the weight
of importance of each criterion should be assigned on the
basis of the sum of weights of all criteria to be used for the
rescaling. The process is depicted in Algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1 (Vaccine distribution Criteria Weighting using
PFWZIC).

Step 1: Define criteria of Vaccine distribution:

identifyC½i�
 // C is the set of the identified

criteria of vaccine
distribution
Step 2: Structured expert judgment:

Define E[i]
 // E is the set of the potential

nominated expert panellists

Define EF, Imp
 // The evaluation form (EF)

with the level of importance
scale (Imp) is defined and
built in this step for the
criteria.
m  length (E)
For i in {1..m}
if E(i) is true then E(i)  

EF(i)
endif
endfor
// The evaluation form of the
criteria assigns to the
selected experts who had
previously accepted (i.e. true)
to participate
Step 3: Building the Expert Decision Matrix (EDM):

InitializeEDM½i; j�  E ] C

J  length (C)
m  length (E)
// A crossover between the
selected expert panellists and
the vaccine distribution
criteria is conducted to build
the EDM matrix
For j in {1..J}
For i in {1..m}
EDM½i; j�  Imp Eij=Cij

� �
endfor

endfor
// The given score of
importance by the selected
expert per criterion is
assigned in EDM
Step 4: Application of Pythagorean fuzzy membership
function:

For j in {1..J}

For i in {1..m}

EDM
�
½i; j�  EDM½i; j�

endfor
endfor
// The linguistic term of the
EDM is transformed into a

Pythagorean EDM (E
�
DM) by

using PFN similar to that in
Eq. (1) and by referring to
Table 3
Step 5: Compute the final weight for each criterion:
Step 5.1: Find ratio value

For j in {1..J}

For i in {1..m}

E
�
ij : C
�
ij ¼ Imp E

�
ij=C
�
ij

� �Pn

j¼1Imp E
�
ij=C
�
ij

� �
endfor

endfor
// The ratio of the
fuzzification data is
computed according to Eqs.
(3) to (5), as formulated in
Eq. (8)
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Step 5.2: Find the fuzzy value of the final weight:

For j in {1..J}

For i in {1..m}
lgorithm 2 (Vaccine distribution us

Step 1: Formulate vaccine distrib
identifyC½i�
identify VRs½j�
DM½i; j�  VRs ] C

Step 2: Formulate the PFDOSM:
DM i; j½ �  VRs Dataset
Initialize OM½i; j� // Empty Opinio

Step 2.1: Data Transformation
J  length (C)
m  length (VRs)
For j in {1..J}
w
�
j ¼

Pm
i¼1E
�
ij : C
�
ij=m
// The mean values are
computed to find the fuzzy
values of the final weight by
using Eq. (6) similar to that
formulated in Eq. (9)
w½j�  w
�

lj

h i
�w
�
v j
� �
 // A defuzzication is

conducted to find the final
weight using Eq. (7)
endfor
endfor
Vaccine distribution using PFDOSM

PFDOSM is the extended version of the FDOSM proposed in [60],
and it is used in the proposed COVID-19 vaccine distribution
framework (Fig. 2). The following section provides information
about the first stage of PFDOSM called the data transformation
unit. In the second stage of PFDOSM, information about the data
processing is presented.

Stage One: Data transformation unit. According to [50], the transfor-
mation of a DM into an opinion matrix can be achieved as follows.

Step 1: Select the ideal solution of each subcriterion used in the
DM of COVID-19 vaccine distribution. Therefore, the ideal solution
can be defined as follows [50]:

A
 ¼ maxiv j j j2 J
� �

; miniv j j j2 J
� �

; Opj� 2 IJ
� � j i¼ 1;2;3 � � � � � �m� � �

ð10Þ

where max is the ideal value for the benefit criteria (i.e., C3 and
C4), min is the ideal solution for the cost criteria (no cost criteria
are identified in the COVID-19 vaccine distribution) and Opij is
the ideal value for the critical criteria (i.e., C1, C2 and C5) when
the ideal value lies between the max and min. The critical value
is determined by the decision maker.

Step 2: In this step, a reference comparison is conducted
between the ideal solution and other values for each criterion used
in the set of COVID-19 vaccine distribution criteria. A five-point
ing PFDOSM).

ution Decision Matrix:
//
//
//
th

n Matrix.
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Likert scale is adopted. The ideal solution selection step is followed
by a comparison of the ideal solution and the value of vaccine
recipients in the same criterion, as shown in Eq. (11) [50].

OpLag ¼ v
�
ij � v ij j j 2 J

� �
� j i ¼ 1:2:3 � � � � � �m

� �n o
ð11Þ

where� represents the reference comparison between the ideal
solution and the value of alternatives in the same criterion.

The final output of this block indicating the linguistic term is
the opinion matrix that is ready to be transformed into a fuzzy
opinion matrix by using the PFS, as expressed in Eq. (12) [50].

Op�Lmg ¼
A1

..

.

Am

op11 � � � op1n

..

. . .
. ..

.

opm1 � � � opmn

2
664

3
775 ð12Þ
Stage Two: Data processing unit. The opinion matrix of each Likert
scale refers to the output of the transformation unit. The final block
begins by transferring the opinion matrix into a fuzzy opinion DM
via the conversion of the linguistic terms of the opinion matrix into
PFNs based on Table 4.

This study presents two contexts: individual decision making
and group decision making (GDM) with three decision makers
for distributing the COVID-19 vaccine.

Distribution of COVID-19 vaccine based on individual PFDOSM. PFN is
applied with FDOSM in this stage. The obtained explicit weights of
each COVID-19 distribution criterion (Section 2.2.1) are introduced
into the PFDOSM to thoroughly prioritise the vaccine recipients.
However, the original PFDOSM [60] uses the PBM operator to
aggregate the fuzzy opinion matrix and produce a score for each
alternative. The PBM operator only integrates the resulting weights
from PFWZIC in the COVID-19 distribution; when the PBM opera-
tor introduces the effectiveness of criteria weights for ranking pur-
poses, it renders the row data of each criterion to be at the power
of the particular weight. In this case, the effect of the relative
weight value becomes extremely small compared with the direct
weight multiplication operator (e.g. AM operator). However, a pre-
vious study [52] proved that the AM operator is generally the most
suitable approach for the FDOSM concept. Thus, this study only
slightly modified the PFDOSM procedure by replacing the PBM
C is the set of the identified criteria of vaccine distribution
VR are the potential vaccine recipients
The VRs in the decision matrix are formulated by cross-intersecting
e VRs and C

(continued on next page)



For i in {1..m}
A
½j�  maxiC½i; j�ð Þ; miniC½i; j�ð Þ½ �f g // The ideal solution A
j of each subcriterion, where max is the ideal

value with benefit criteria and min is the ideal solution for cost
criteria similar to that in Eq. (10), is selected

OM½i; j�  A
½j� � C½i; j�f g // The expert opinion is based on the reference comparison between
the ideal solution and the other values per criterion by using the Likert
scale values similar to that in Eq. (11)

O
�
M½i; j�  OM½i; j� // The linguistic term of the OM is transformed into fuzzy OM ( O

�
M)

by using PFN similar to that in Eq. (12)
endfor

Endfor
Step 2.2: Data Processing
J  length (C)
m  length (VRs)
n  Number of experts
For � in {1..n}
For i in {1..m}
For j in {1..J}

IND
�

x lj; v j

h i
 Pn

i¼1wilp O
�
M½i;j�

� �
;
Pn

i¼1wivp O
�
M½i;j�

� �� �
// An aggregation on fuzzy OM (O

�
M) multiplied by the criteria

weights by using the equation of the AM operator for each individual

expert (IND
�

x) is implemented similar to that in Eq. (13)

Sx½j�  IND
�

x lj

h i
� IND

�
x v j
� � // The score (S) (i.e. defuzzied) for each alternative (i.e. VR) per expert

is computed similar to that in Eq. (7)
Endfor

endfor
GS½i�  1

n

Pn
1S

x½i� // The grouped decision-making score (GS) is compute using the AM of
the score (S) of each alternative (i.e. VR) for all experts

Endfor

Table 4
Pythagorean fuzzy opinion matrix [87].

Linguistic Scale PFNs

No Difference (0.90, 0.20)
Slight Difference (0.80, 0.45)
Difference (0.65, 0.50)
Big Difference (0.40, 0.60)
Huge Difference (0.20, 0.90)
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operator with the AM operator. This operator multiplies the
weights with each criterion value, and the effectiveness of weights
in PFDOSM to be used in COVID-19 distribution is calculated thor-
oughly. Therefore, the fuzzy opinion matrices resulting from the
previous stage are aggregated using the formulation of the AM
operator in Eq. (13).

PFWA p m1ð Þ;p m2ð Þ; � � � ;p mnð Þð Þ ¼
Xn

i¼1wilp mið Þ;
Xn

i¼1wivp mið Þ
� �

ð13Þ

Then, the defuzzification process of each alternative is computed
using Eq. (7). After calculating the aforementioned equations in the
contextof individual PFDOSM, thevaccine recipients can thenbepri-
oritised. Each vaccine recipient is assigned a value, and they are
ordered according to the best value. The vaccine recipient with the
highest score corresponds to the highest priority.
Distribution of COVID-19 vaccine based on group PFDOSM. Given the
variations in the distribution ranking of the COVID-19 vaccine
amongst the decision makers, the aggregated decisions obtained
from various evaluators are necessary to unify the distribution
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ranking. Thus, this study utilised GDM with PFDOSM to unify all of
the variations in the distribution ranking of the decision makers and
arrive at the final distribution ranking. Furthermore, AMwas used to
arrive at the final score of GDM. The highest score value is considered
to be the best vaccinator. In this case, the decision makers’ opinions
were combined after arriving at the final distribution ranking of the
vaccine recipients. The details are presented in Algorithm 2.
Numerical example

An illustrative numerical example is presented in this section
for the selection of the most appropriate alternative by using the
proposed MCDM methods. The selection is achieved on the basis
of the following five evaluation criteria:

C1, C3 and C4 are the benefit criteria;
C2 is the categorical criteria; and
C5 is the cost criteria.

The DM is constructed on the basis of the intersection of the
evaluation criteria and alternatives list, as shown in Table 5.

The selection process is started by weighting the evaluation cri-
teria by using PFWZIC. The first step of PFWZIC is the identification
of the criteria set (i.e. C1, C2, C3, C4 and C5). In the second step, the
subjective responses for each criterion are assumed to be from
three experts, and then the responses are transformed from the lin-
guistic term to the numerical scale (Table 6).

In the third step of PFWZIC, the importance level of each crite-
rion in line with the experts’ preference is integrated into the con-
structed EDM (Table 7).



Table 5
DM example.

Alternatives C1 C2 C3 C4 C5

A1 1500 Yes 200 23 18,000
A2 2700 No 150 45 22,000
A3 2000 No 250 28 42,000
A4 1800 Yes 350 40 19,500
A5 3250 No 75 30 32,500

Table 6
Assumption responses of experts.

Criteria Expert 1 Expert 2 Expert 3

Linguistic term Numerical scale Linguistic term Numerical scale Linguistic term Numerical scale

C1 Moderately important 3 Important 4 Slight important 2
C2 Important 4 Not important 1 Important 4
C3 Slight important 2 Important 4 Moderately important 3
C4 Important 4 Very important 5 Important 4
C5 Very important 5 Important 4 Very important 5

Table 7
EDM.

Expert C1 C2 C3 C4 C5

E1 3 4 2 4 5
E2 4 1 4 5 4
E3 2 4 3 4 5

Table 8
Fuzzification of the criteria.

Expert C1 C2 C3 C4 C5

M N M N M N M N M N

E1 0.65 0.5 0.8 0.45 0.4 0.6 0.8 0.45 0.9 0.2
E2 0.8 0.45 0.2 0.9 0.8 0.45 0.9 0.2 0.8 0.45
E3 0.4 0.6 0.8 0.45 0.65 0.5 0.8 0.45 0.9 0.2

Note: M = Membership and N = Non-membership.

Table 9
Criteria weights.

Weights C1 C2 C3 C4 C5

M N M N M N M N M N

Fuzzy weight 0.668 0.143 0.713 0.225 0.668 0.143 0.847 0.083 0.880 0.046
Defuzzification 0.425 0.457 0.425 0.710 0.772
Final weight 0.152 0.164 0.152 0.254 0.277
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In the fourth step of PFWZIC, each crisp value of the EDM is con-
verted into an equivalent fuzzy number by using the Pythagorean
membership function (Table 8).

In the fifth step of PFWZIC, the ratio values of the evaluation cri-
teria are determined according to Eqs. (3), (5) and (8), and the
fuzzy weight is computed according to Eq. (6). Then, the fuzzy
weights are defuzzified and computed by Eq. (7) to obtain the final
weight of each criterion. The results of this step are shown in
Table 9.

The PFWZIC results shown in Table 9 indicate that all evaluation
criteria can be assigned weights with high accuracy and consis-
tency. C5 has the highest importance weight of 0.277, followed
by C4 and C2. C1 and C3 have lowest importance weights with
the same values of 0.152. Furthermore, the obtained criteria
weights can be integrated into PFDOSM to evaluate the alterna-
tives and identify the most appropriate one amongst them. In this
numerical example, the individual decision-making and GDM con-
texts are used. In the individual context, according to Eq. (10), the
responses of three decision makers are assumed and then used to
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determine the ideal solution value for each evaluation criterion.
The process can be used to generate the opinions and convert the
DM into an opinion matrix (Table 10).

The opinion matrices are created by comparing the value of the
ideal solution with the other values for each criterion by using lin-
guistic terms. Then, the opinion matrices are transformed into
fuzzy opinion matrices based on the results presented in Table 4.
The corresponding details are shown in Table 11.

According to Eq. (13), the individual ranking context of each
expert can be achieved by aggregating the fuzzy opinion matrices
(Table 12).

The highest alternative score has the best rank, whereas the
lowest score refers to the worst rank. As shown in Table 12, A4
ranks first based on the first and third decision makers’ opinions,
whereas it ranks as second based on the second decision maker’s
opinions. A5 represents the worst alternative amongst all decision
makers. The individual PFDOSM result clearly show variances in
the ranking of the other alternatives (including A4) amongst the
three decision makers. Thus, no uniform ranking result has been



Table 10
Opinion matrices.

Decision Maker 1

Alternatives C1 C2 C3 C4 C5

A1 BD ND D Y ND
A2 ND D BD ND SD
A3 SD D SD SD HD
A4 BD ND ND ND SD
A5 ND D HD SD BD

Decision Maker 2
Alternatives C1 C2 C3 C4 C5
A1 HD ND ND D ND
A2 ND SD BD SD D
A3 D SD SD D BD
A4 D SD ND ND D
A5 SD SD BD D BD

Decision Maker 3
Alternatives C1 C2 C3 C4 C5
A1 D SD SD SD ND
A2 SD SD SD ND D
A3 SD Slight SD ND ND HD
A4 D ND ND ND D
A5 ND D SD SD HD

Remarks: ND = No difference, SD = Slight difference, D = Difference, BD = Big difference, HD = Huge difference

Table 11
Fuzzy opinion matrices.

Decision Maker 1

Alternatives C1 C2 C3 C4 C5

M N M N M N M N M N

A1 0.4 0.6 0.9 0.2 0.65 0.5 0.65 0.5 0.9 0.2
A2 0.9 0.2 0.65 0.5 0.4 0.6 0.9 0.2 0.8 0.45
A3 0.8 0.45 0.65 0.5 0.8 0.45 0.8 0.45 0.2 0.9
A4 0.4 0.6 0.9 0.2 0.9 0.2 0.9 0.2 0.8 0.45
A5 0.9 0.2 0.65 0.5 0.2 0.9 0.8 0.45 0.4 0.6

Decision Maker 2
Alternatives C1 C2 C3 C4 C5

M N M N M N M N M N
A1 0.2 0.9 0.9 0.2 0.9 0.2 0.65 0.5 0.9 0.2
A2 0.9 0.2 0.8 0.45 0.4 0.6 0.8 0.45 0.65 0.5
A3 0.65 0.5 0.8 0.45 0.8 0.45 0.65 0.5 0.4 0.6
A4 0.65 0.5 0.8 0.45 0.9 0.2 0.9 0.2 0.65 0.5
A5 0.8 0.45 0.8 0.45 0.4 0.6 0.65 0.5 0.4 0.6

Decision Maker 3
Alternatives C1 C2 C3 C4 C5

M N M N M N M N M N
A1 0.65 0.5 0.8 0.45 0.8 0.45 0.8 0.45 0.9 0.2
A2 0.8 0.45 0.8 0.45 0.8 0.45 0.9 0.2 0.65 0.5
A3 0.8 0.45 0.8 0.45 0.9 0.2 0.9 0.2 0.2 0.9
A4 0.65 0.5 0.9 0.2 0.9 0.2 0.9 0.2 0.65 0.5
A5 0.9 0.2 0.65 0.5 0.8 0.45 0.8 0.45 0.2 0.9

Table 12
Results of individual PFDOSM.

Alternative Decision Maker 1 Decision Maker 2 Decision Maker 3

Aggregation Score Rank Aggregation Score rank Aggregation Score rank

M N M N M N

A1 0.708 0.461 0.289 3 0.779 0.393 0.452 1 0.744 0.491 0.313 4
A2 0.739 0.449 0.345 2 0.703 0.514 0.229 3 0.748 0.485 0.324 3
A3 0.680 0.586 0.119 4 0.637 0.581 0.067 4 0.778 0.431 0.420 2
A4 0.794 0.380 0.486 1 0.752 0.438 0.373 2 0.783 0.380 0.468 1
A5 0.643 0.565 0.094 5 0.601 0.604 �0.003 5 0.714 0.519 0.241 5
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Table 13
Results of the GDM-based PFDOSM.

Alternatives Group

Score Rank

A1 0.351 2
A2 0.299 3
A3 0.202 4
A4 0.442 1
A5 0.110 5
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achieved on the basis of the assumed opinions. Given this variance,
the GDM-based PFDOSM is necessary for providing a unique rank.
The process can be achieved by averaging the alternatives scores
using the AM operator (Table 13).

As shown in Table 13, the highest-ranked alternative is A4 given
the highest score of 0.442. A1 ranks second with a score of 0.351. A2
and A3 rank third and fourth with scores of 0.299 and 0.202, respec-
tively. A5 is the worst alternative, ranking last with the lowest
score of 0.110.
Results and discussion

This section presents the evaluation and differentiation results
of the COVID-19 vaccine recipients as a means of formulating the
vaccine distribution mechanism. The section is divided into four
subsections. Section 4.1 provides the data augmentation results,
followed by the DM for the COVID-19 vaccine recipients. Sec-
tion 4.2 presents the augmented dataset. The result of the PFWZIC
method and the constructed criteria weights are discussed in Sec-
tion 4.3. In particular, the three experts’ judgment is converted by
mathematical calculations to show the overall weights. Section 4.4
presents the detailed distribution results of the COVID-19 recipi-
ents based on PFDOSM.
Results of data augmentation based on the identified criteria

As discussed in Section 2.1.2, the augmented procedure is used
to generate a dataset of 300 COVID-19 vaccines recipients. Table 14
Table 14
Samples of the first 20 sequences of COVID-19 vaccine recipients’ augmented dataset.

Seq. Recipient Memberships
Position

Frontline Health
Workers

Key Workers /Frontline
Staff

1 Pharmacist
p

2 Pharmacist
p

3 Doctor
p

4 Pharmacist
p

5 Community Health Worker
p

6 Electricity Supplier
p

7 Teacher
p

8 Teacher
p

9 Police Officer
p

10 Teacher
p

11 No Frontline Membership
12 No Frontline Membership
13 No Frontline Membership
14 No Frontline Membership
15 No Frontline Membership
16 Pharmacist

p
17 Pharmacist

p
18 Doctor

p
19 Nurse

p
20 Pharmacist

p
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presents a sample of the first 20 sequences of the dataset genera-
tion utilisation with Python’s model. The overall dataset for the
300 cases is presented in Table A.2 in the Appendix.

The exception-handling model in Python creates datasets that
need to be verified initially by experts. The presented dataset can
provide scholars of this research domain with the opportunity to
explore the various populations of the COVID-19 vaccine recipi-
ents. Moreover, the dataset can provide many interesting cases
as alternatives to contribute to the functioning of the distribution
mechanisms across the different recipients’ memberships with
respect to the various criteria. At this point, the complete aug-
mented dataset of the COVID-19 vaccine recipients can be applied
to the proposed DM as to be explained in Section 4.2.
Results of DM applied to COVID-19 vaccine recipients’ dataset

Table 15 presents the results of the DM after achieving the prac-
tice process between the augmented dataset (Table A.1 in the
Appendix) and the proposed DM (Table 1). However, the first 20
samples of the vaccine recipients do not coincide with the 300 vac-
cine recipients’ data (Table A.3 in the Appendix).

The first criterion (C1) in Table 6 represents the several alterna-
tives’ membership, although all of them are not frontline members
(i.e. NFM). For the other criteria, the sign (NA) means that a specific
criterion is not applicable to the alternative. For example, the alter-
native VR 10 is not affected by chronic disease conditions (C2), and
his disability specification is normal (C6). However, other recipi-
ents have varying specifications for the other criteria, causing the
distribution to be significantly complex, as mentioned in Section 1.
The novel MCDM solution can address this concern and provide a
prioritisation mechanism for the distribution progress as presented
in the succeeding two sections.
Results of vaccine distribution criteria weighting by using PFWZIC

This section describes the weight effects of the vaccine distribu-
tion criteria by using the PFWZICmethod discussed in Section 2.2.1.
On the basis of the philosophy of the proposed PFWZIC, the method
can be implemented in five steps. The resulting weight of PFWZIC
Chronic Disease
Conditions

Age Geographic Location
Severity

Disabilities

Hypertension, Diabetes 31 Green v
v 59 Yellow Hearing

Difficulty
Diabetes 37 Green Χ
Obesity 47 Yellow Χ
v 29 Green Vision

Impairment
v 29 Red Hearing

Difficulty
v 31 Green v
v 31 Yellow v
v 47 Red v
v 37 Green v
Respiratory Condition 59 Red v
v 7 Red Autism
Diabetes 3 Orange v
Diabetes 43 Yellow v
Respiratory Condition 37 Yellow v
v 43 Green v
v 41 Yellow v
Respiratory Condition 41 Green v
v 29 Orange v
Cardiovascular
Condition

37 Red v



Table 15
Results of applying the proposed DM to the COVID-19 vaccine recipients’ dataset (samples of first 20 recipients).

COVID-19 vaccine recipients’ alternatives Criteria

C1 C2 C3 C4 C5

VR1 Pharmacist Hypertension, Diabetes 31 Green NA
VR2 Pharmacist NA 59 Yellow Hearing Difficulty
VR3 Doctor Diabetes 37 Green NA
VR4 Pharmacist Obesity 47 Yellow NA
VR5 Community Health Worker NA 29 Green Vision Impairment
VR6 Electricity Supplier NA 29 Red Hearing Difficulty
VR7 Teacher NA 31 Green NA
VR8 Teacher NA 31 Yellow NA
VR9 Police Officer NA 47 Red NA
VR10 Teacher NA 37 Green NA
VR11 NFM Respiratory Condition 59 Red NA
VR12 NFM NA 7 Red Autism
VR13 NFM Diabetes 3 Orange NA
VR14 NFM Diabetes 43 Yellow NA
VR15 NFM Respiratory Condition 37 Yellow NA
VR16 Pharmacist NA 43 Green NA
VR17 Pharmacist NA 41 Yellow NA
VR18 Doctor Respiratory Condition 41 Green NA
VR19 Nurse NA 29 Orange NA
VR20 Pharmacist Cardiovascular Condition 37 Red NA

Note: VR = Vaccine recipients; C1 = Vaccine recipient memberships; C2 = Chronic Disease Conditions; C3 = Age; C4 = Geographic Location Severity; C5 = Disabilities, NFM = No
Frontline Membership, NA = Not Applicable
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is generated without inconsistency. According to the methodolog-
ical approach of PFWZIC, the first step is to identify the criteria set
(i.e. the five COVID-19 vaccine distribution criteria, Section 2.1),
followed by a data collection from the panel of experts (SEJ), as
explained in step 2 of PFWZIC. Three domain experts participate
by expressing their expertise in assessing the importance level of
each criterion of the COVID-19 vaccine distribution that had been
gathered by the developed evaluation form. Then, the important
level of each criterion based on the experts’ preference is trans-
formed from a linguistic term to the numerical scale based on
Table 2. Consequently, the expert decision matrix (EDM) is formu-
lated, as presented in step 3. The important level of each criterion
in line with the experts’ preference that is gained from step 2 is
integrated into the EDM, as shown in Table A4.1 (Algorithm 1) in
the Appendix.

As mentioned in step 4 of the PFWZIC, the Pythagorean mem-
bership function is used to convert each crisp value of the EDM
matrix into the equivalent fuzzy number (Table 3). The result of
the fuzzification process of the EDM is presented in Table A4.2 in
the Appendix. The ratio values of the five COVID-19 vaccine distri-
bution criteria are computed according to Eqs. (3) to (5), as
explained in step 5a, and the final fuzzy weight is determined
according to Eq. (6) similar to that in step 5b. Lastly, the final
weight is calculated using the defuzzification term in Eq. (7) simi-
lar to that in step 5c (Table A4.3 in the Appendix). The final weights
for each criterion are presented in Table 16 in the order from the
highest criterion weight to the lowest one.

The weight findings in Table 16 show the value of the five crite-
ria based on the proposed PFWZIC expansion. In adopting this
method, the assigned weights have high accuracy and consistency.
C3 has the highest importance weight of 0.2411, followed by C1
and C2 with weights relatively close to each other at 0.2061 and
Table 16
Criteria weighting result.

Criteria Weights

C3 = Age 0.2411
C1 = Vaccine Recipient Memberships 0.2061
C2 = Chronic Disease Conditions 0.2055
C4 = Geographic Location Severity 0.1802
C5 = Disabilities 0.1670
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0.2055, respectively. C4 and C5 have somewhat close weight val-
ues at 0.1802 and 0.1670, respectively. These weight results in
the proposed mechanism reveal that age plays a key role in the
vaccine distribution and can even affect the perception of being a
high priority with respect to the other criteria. The final prioritisa-
tion results for the alternatives can be achieved using the PFDOSM,
as to be described in the succeeding section. From a practical per-
spective, the weight values are needed before the PFDOSM can
compute the distribution results of the 300 recipients.
PFDOSM results of COVID-19 vaccine distribution

The results and discussions presented in this section pertain to
the distribution of the COVID-19 vaccine and are based on the indi-
vidual decision making and GDM contexts. The aforementioned
five scales were used by the three decision makers to provide their
opinions on converting the DM into the opinion matrix. The full
opinion matrices of the decision makers are presented in
Table A5 in the Appendix. According to Eq. (10), the decision mak-
ers would have to determine the ideal solution value based on the
COVID-19 vaccine distribution criteria (i.e. vaccine recipient mem-
berships, chronic disease conditions, age, geographic location
severity and disabilities). The opinion matrix was created by com-
paring the ideal solution with the other values per criterion or each
alternative by using the linguistic terms, followed by the transfor-
mation of the opinion matrix into PFN. The opinion matrix of each
decision maker was converted into a fuzzy opinion matrix by util-
ising Table 4 (see Table A6 in the Appendix).

Moreover, the PFDOSM method was applied to the resulting
fuzzy opinion matrices for achieving the individual decision-
making context of COVID-19 vaccine distribution, as presented in
Table 17 (i.e. a sample of 20 vaccine recipients). The remainder
of the data are presented in Table A7 in the Appendix.

The trends in Table 17 demonstrate the importance of a deci-
sion maker’s opinion for each criterion. As mentioned previously
in Section 2.2.2, the highest alternative must have the highest
score, whereas the lowest alternative must have the lowest score
value. Table A7 in the Appendix presents the PFDOSM results based
on the opinion of the decision makers and the final results of the
COVID-19 vaccine distribution. As shown in Table 8, some scores
have negative values. This scenario indicates that the non-



Table 17
Vaccine distribution results based on individual decision-making context (first 20 alternatives).

Alternatives Decision Maker 1 Decision Maker 2 Decision Maker 3

Score Rank Score Rank Score Rank

VR1 �0.422 248 �0.210 210 �0.360 236
VR2 0.204 57 0.310 58 0.273 56
VR3 �0.230 174 �0.081 161 �0.230 199
VR4 �0.312 210 �0.100 176 �0.249 205
VR5 �0.272 205 �0.068 159 �0.101 164
VR6 0.037 99 0.119 114 0.037 123
VR7 �0.501 269 �0.273 232 �0.360 236
VR8 �0.423 250 �0.167 199 �0.249 205
VR9 �0.004 107 0.037 136 0.176 82
VR10 �0.501 269 �0.357 250 �0.360 236
VR11 0.360 23 0.439 28 0.442 17
VR12 0.138 72 0.303 69 0.315 38
VR13 �0.007 115 0.078 127 0.090 110
VR14 �0.101 138 �0.008 155 0.089 113
VR15 0.216 51 0.118 115 0.147 96
VR16 �0.422 248 �0.210 210 �0.360 236
VR17 �0.312 210 �0.100 176 �0.249 205
VR18 0.214 52 0.362 50 0.140 100
VR19 �0.151 156 0.143 104 �0.002 134
VR20 0.233 48 0.383 45 0.315 38

Table 18
Vaccine distribution results based on the individual decision making.

Decision Makers
(Experts)

Highest Lowest

Vaccine
Recipient

Score Vaccine Recipient Score

Decision Maker 1 VR281 0.677 VR7, VR10, VR22, VR23, VR25, VR84, VR91, VR102, VR103, VR123, VR146, VR164, VR166, VR190, VR192, VR195,
VR198, VR205, VR209, VR210, VR227, VR229, VR233, VR252, VR253, VR259, VR269, VR279, VR285, VR290, VR293,
VR295.

�0.501

Decision Maker 2 VR281 0.676 VR22, VR102, VR115, VR166, VR190, VR205, VR209, VR229, VR269, VR285, �0.499
Decision Maker 3 VR281 0.676 VR22, VR166, VR190, VR205, VR209, VR229, VR269, VR285 �0.651
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membership value is higher than the membership value for alter-
natives, which represents the Pythagorean fuzzy concept. Table 18
presents the results of the highest and lowest alternatives of the
three decision makers.

In conclusion, the results in Table A7 demonstrate clear vari-
ances in the ranking of the alternatives amongst the three decision
makers. For decision maker 1, 32 of the lowest vaccine recipients (7
to 295) have the same score (�0.501). After reviewing the profile
(raw data) of these recipients, most of them were found to have
similar values with respect to C5 (geographic location severity)
and C6 (disabilities). The most frequent values for these criteria
are for the green geographical location and do not manifest a dis-
ability, respectively, hence the same lowest score. Additionally, the
same context matches that of decision makers 2 and 3 with respect
to their lowest vaccine recipients. For the highest vaccine recipient,
all decision makers gave a high priority to VR281 who has diabetes,
is 83 years old, is in a red geographical location and is disabled
with epilepsy (i.e. C2, C3, C4 and C5, respectively).

Overall, no unique prioritisation result was observed on the
basis of the opinions provided by the three experts. Given this vari-
ance, on the basis of GDM and in consideration of all of the experts’
opinions, a final and unique prioritisation should be provided. Fur-
thermore, GDM is necessary for solving the problem of variations
in the final rank. Therefore, the results of the GDM context were
also collated. As mentioned in Section 2.2.2.2, the final results of
the three decision makers were aggregated using the AM operator,
and the final GDM raking for the COVID-19 vaccine distribution
was obtained (Table 19).

As shown in Table 19, the highest-ranked (rank 1) recipient is
VR-281, who has obtained the highest score (0.676). VR-2810s cri-
teria specifications are related to C2, C3, C4, C5 and C6 (diabetes,
161
83 years old, red geographical location and disabled with epilepsy,
respectively). Although VR-281 is not a frontline worker (C1), the
weight of the age criterion played a major role in the decision-
making process and provided the alternative of a high priority.
Hence, the remaining criteria seemed to somewhat vary in terms
of importance.

VR-76, who is ranked midway in the result (rank 150), obtained
a score of � 0.053. The criteria specifications of VR-76 are related
to C2, C3, C4, and C5 (i.e. single type of chronic disease [respiratory
condition], 37 years old, yellow geographical location and non-
disabled, respectively). Clearly, a satisfactory ranking result was
assigned to this alternative, and the VR criteria specifications are
important on the average, thus earning a middle-ranked priority.

The lowest-ranked recipients were the alternatives VR22,
VR166, VR190, VR205, VR209, VR229, VR269 and VR285, and they
obtained the same score (�0.511). The closeness of the criteria
specifications for these alternatives is the reason for identifying
them in the same order of priority and subsequently obtaining
the same score.

The rank of the COVID-19 vaccine distribution is coherent with
the comparison of the GDM results with the opinion matrices.
Thus, the results were considered for the final ranking results of
the COVID-19 vaccine distribution. This aspect is to be evaluated
in Section 5.
Evaluation

In this section, the efficiency of the proposed homogeneous
Pythagorean fuzzy decision-making framework for the COVID-19
vaccine distribution is evaluated and tested via three assessment



Table 19
Vaccine distribution final rank based on GDM.

Vaccine
Recipient Seq.

Score Final
Rank

Vaccine
Recipient Seq.

Score Final
Rank

Vaccine
Recipient Seq.

Score Final
Rank

Vaccine
Recipient Seq.

Score Final
Rank

Vaccine
Recipient Seq.

Score Final
Rank

Vaccine
Recipient Seq.

Score Final
Rank

1 �0.331 236 51 0.082 104 101 �0.136 170 151 �0.300 233 201 �0.018 139 251 0.345 34
2 0.262 53 52 �0.275 210 102 �0.501 292 152 0.352 32 202 0.298 48 252 �0.406 258
3 �0.180 190 53 �0.336 239 103 �0.427 276 153 0.445 14 203 �0.174 187 253 �0.378 247
4 �0.221 201 54 �0.323 234 104 �0.036 143 154 0.149 89 204 �0.232 207 254 0.139 91
5 �0.147 183 55 �0.106 163 105 0.046 123 155 0.064 110 205 �0.551 293 255 0.445 13
6 0.064 111 56 �0.280 222 106 �0.232 207 156 �0.180 190 206 0.565 3 256 �0.288 227
7 �0.378 247 57 �0.144 182 107 0.037 126 157 �0.224 204 207 �0.275 210 257 �0.067 153
8 �0.280 222 58 �0.221 201 108 �0.275 210 158 0.476 10 208 �0.337 240 258 �0.078 157
9 0.069 109 59 �0.088 158 109 0.009 133 159 �0.140 171 209 �0.551 293 259 �0.427 276
10 �0.406 258 60 �0.134 168 110 0.258 55 160 �0.036 146 210 �0.427 276 260 0.160 87
11 0.414 20 61 �0.422 271 111 �0.140 171 161 �0.140 171 211 �0.279 219 261 �0.412 262
12 0.252 61 62 0.041 125 112 �0.288 227 162 0.255 60 212 �0.144 175 262 0.117 96
13 0.054 116 63 �0.288 227 113 �0.020 140 163 �0.475 286 213 �0.412 262 263 �0.380 255
14 �0.007 137 64 �0.205 194 114 �0.127 166 164 �0.427 276 214 0.025 130 264 �0.144 175
15 0.160 86 65 0.396 23 115 �0.403 257 165 0.057 113 215 0.409 21 265 0.216 71
16 �0.331 236 66 �0.412 262 116 0.015 131 166 �0.551 293 216 0.028 128 266 0.184 76
17 �0.221 201 67 0.046 120 117 0.210 73 167 �0.205 194 217 0.249 63 267 �0.280 222
18 0.238 67 68 �0.105 162 118 0.043 124 168 0.098 100 218 0.091 103 268 0.026 129
19 �0.003 136 69 �0.279 219 119 �0.072 156 169 0.029 127 219 0.361 31 269 �0.551 293
20 0.310 44 70 0.074 107 120 0.303 46 170 �0.003 135 220 �0.412 262 270 �0.288 227
21 �0.007 138 71 0.369 30 121 0.174 78 171 0.375 29 221 0.611 2 271 �0.425 275
22 �0.551 293 72 �0.412 262 122 0.054 115 172 �0.040 148 222 �0.337 240 272 0.009 132
23 �0.406 258 73 �0.036 143 123 �0.378 247 173 0.259 54 223 0.405 22 273 �0.179 189
24 0.432 16 74 �0.298 232 124 0.058 112 174 �0.288 227 224 0.098 101 274 0.557 4
25 �0.375 246 75 0.174 79 125 0.458 12 175 0.428 18 225 �0.412 262 275 0.114 97
26 0.213 72 76 �0.053 150 126 0.204 74 176 0.298 48 226 0.001 134 276 0.256 58
27 �0.140 171 77 0.046 120 127 0.302 47 177 0.252 61 227 �0.427 276 277 0.123 94
28 0.118 95 78 0.245 65 128 �0.024 141 178 �0.057 151 228 0.420 19 278 �0.150 184
29 �0.279 219 79 0.378 28 129 �0.330 235 179 0.258 55 229 �0.551 293 279 �0.427 276
30 �0.153 186 80 0.076 105 130 0.164 85 180 �0.109 165 230 0.258 55 280 0.143 90
31 0.114 97 81 0.160 87 131 �0.245 209 181 0.138 93 231 0.166 81 281 0.676 1
32 0.164 84 82 �0.042 149 132 0.054 116 182 0.317 42 232 0.438 15 282 0.329 38
33 0.097 102 83 �0.337 240 133 �0.205 194 183 0.248 64 233 �0.378 247 283 0.383 24
34 �0.036 146 84 �0.406 258 134 �0.205 194 184 �0.093 159 234 �0.036 143 284 0.383 24
35 0.381 27 85 0.274 50 135 0.306 45 185 �0.067 153 235 0.536 8 285 �0.551 293
36 �0.106 164 86 0.243 66 136 �0.422 271 186 �0.144 175 236 �0.361 244 286 0.052 119
37 0.189 75 87 0.226 68 137 �0.203 193 187 �0.475 286 237 0.072 108 287 �0.144 175
38 �0.275 210 88 0.046 120 138 �0.475 286 188 �0.412 262 238 �0.337 240 288 0.464 11
39 �0.174 187 89 �0.067 153 139 �0.422 271 189 0.556 5 239 0.139 91 289 �0.128 167
40 0.177 77 90 �0.275 210 140 �0.224 205 190 �0.551 293 240 �0.361 244 290 �0.427 276
41 0.114 97 91 �0.427 276 141 0.430 17 191 �0.275 210 241 0.271 52 291 �0.475 286
42 �0.205 194 92 �0.412 262 142 �0.102 161 192 �0.427 276 242 0.381 26 292 0.341 35
43 �0.180 190 93 0.551 6 143 0.336 36 193 �0.422 271 243 �0.475 286 293 �0.378 247
44 0.272 51 94 0.497 9 144 0.173 80 194 �0.035 142 244 0.054 116 294 �0.280 222
45 0.347 33 95 �0.144 175 145 0.166 82 195 �0.378 247 245 0.220 69 295 �0.378 247
46 0.165 83 96 0.322 40 146 �0.378 247 196 0.318 41 246 0.328 39 296 �0.275 210
47 0.551 7 97 0.057 113 147 �0.380 255 197 0.256 58 247 �0.060 152 297 0.312 43
48 �0.275 210 98 �0.224 205 148 �0.280 222 198 �0.427 276 248 �0.150 184 298 �0.134 169
49 �0.205 194 99 0.076 105 149 �0.205 194 199 �0.275 210 249 �0.335 238 299 �0.144 175
50 �0.093 159 100 0.335 37 150 �0.475 286 200 0.217 70 250 �0.412 262 300 �0.144 175
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Table 20
Validation of group distribution
results.

Group # Mean Value

Group 1 2.704
Group 2 3.203
Group 3 3.560
Group 4 3.863
Group 5 4.141
Group 6 4.437
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processes. Firstly, the systematic ranking of the vaccine recipients’
ranking results is evaluated. Secondly, the impact of changing the
criteria weight on the ranking result is examined and analysed
over nine different scenarios. Lastly, a comparison analysis is
conducted.

Systematic ranking evaluation

In the first evaluation process, the prioritised vaccine recipients
were split into different groups following their prioritisation order
to be able to assess the prioritisation results for COVID-19 vaccine
distribution and substantiate the corresponding GDM results. The
systematic ranking evaluation process for the COVID-19 vaccine
distribution results was also explored. The validation process was
performed by dividing the vaccine recipients into different groups
for substantiating the GDM results. This process was adopted in
various MCDM studies [89-93]. The number of groups or the num-
ber of vaccine recipients within each group would not affect the
validation result [48,90,94]. To validate the grouping for the
COVID-19 vaccine distribution, the following steps were per-
formed. (1) All opinion matrices were aggregated to produce a uni-
fied opinion matrix. (2) The vaccine recipients in the unified
opinion matrix were sorted/ordered according to the GDM results.
(3) The vaccine recipients were divided into six equal groups. (4)
The mean of each group was calculated. The comparison process
was based on the result of the mean of each group. The lowest
mean values of each group would lead to valid results because
the decision makers had assigned the lowest linguistic terms to
the ideal solution of each criterion, which is the philosophy of
FDOSM. Thus, the first group is assumed to have the lowest mean
in the checking of the result’s validity. Then, this finding is com-
pared with the second group and so on. The second group’s mean
result must be higher than that of the first group. The same sce-
nario applies for the third, fourth, fifth and sixth groups. If the eval-
uations are consistent with the assumption, then the results are
valid. Table 20 presents the validation results for the group results
obtained using the proposed PFDOSM.

Table 20 shows the initial observation of the ranking results of
the six groups. All groups are systematically distributed because
the start of the ranking results of the second group coincides with
the end of the ranking results of the first group, and the same sce-
nario applies to the other remaining groups. The first group
(mean = 2.704) has the lowest score amongst the six groups. The
score of the second group (mean = 3.203) is higher than that of
the first group but lower than the third group. The score of the
third group (mean = 3.560) is higher than those of the first and
the second groups but lower than that of the fourth group. The
remaining groups show the same context. The statistical validation
Table 21
Elasticity coefficient (ac) for the changing weights.

Criteria C1 C2

ac 0.2716 0.2708
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results indicate that the PFDOSM results of the COVID-19 vaccine
distribution extended by group are valid and systematically
ranked.

Sensitivity analysis evaluation

In this second evaluation process, the sensitivity of the pro-
posed homogeneous Pythagorean fuzzy decision-making frame-
work was analysed against the changing criteria weight. The
sensitivity analysis was used to predict the impact of the changing
criteria weights on the systematic ranking results of the vaccine
distribution results. In sensitivity analysis, the most important cri-
terion should be initially identified. In this study, amongst the five
criteria, age was the most important criterion (0.241). Then, nine
different scenarios generated from the relative value of the criteria
weight were computed according to Eq. (14) to examine the effect
of the changing criteria weights [95]. The relative change for each
criterion over the most important one (age) was computed using
the elasticity coefficient (ac , Table 21).

OpLag ¼ v j�v j j j 2 J
� � j i ¼ 1:2:3 � � � ::m� � �

; ð14Þ
where:

ws is the higher significant contribution,
wo

c represents the original weight values computed using
PFWZIC,
W0

c is the total of original weights for the changing criteria
weight values, and
Dx is the range of change applied to the five criteria weight val-
ues to represent the limit values of the most significant criterion
in this study (age), i.e. �0:2411 � Dx � 0:7589.

The interval range of Dx (�0:2411 � Dx � 0:7589Þ was used to
generate the nine new weighting values for each criterion, and it
was implemented by splitting them into nine equal relative values
based on the number of scenarios (Table 22).

These nine new weight values are employed to assess the sen-
sitivity of the 300 vaccine recipients’ prioritisations to the chang-
ing criteria weights. Fig. 3 illustrates the influences the changes
in the criteria weights of the first five ranks only. These changes
are similarly shown for the rest of the ranks. The criteria weights
play a vital role in changing the priority of each vaccine recipient.
These nine scenario results support the research assertion about
the significant contribution of the five criteria considered in this
study. Notably, although the change is logical and expected, the
consistency of the results in most of the nine scenarios proves
the efficiency of the proposed integration framework in handling
sensitive cases with a big dataset and producing supporting results
for the systematic ranking outcomes.

A comparison of the five ranks (VR-281, VR-221, VR-206, VR
274 and VR-189 in Fig. 3) revealed that the highest five potential
vaccine recipients exceed the age of 59 years, have a chronic dis-
ease, have a disability condition and are from the orange and red
geographical locations. When the changing weights were assigned
to each scenario, VR-281 maintained the first rank amongst the
eight scenarios but ranked second only in S9. This finding can be
explained by the chronic disease condition and the vaccine recipi-
ent memberships, which represent the second and third most
important criteria and previously recorded as the high data values
C3 C4 C5

0.3177 0.2375 0.2201



Table 22
New weights for each criterion of the nine scenarios.

Scenarios C1 C2 C3 C4 C5

PFWZIC 0.2061 0.2055 0.2411 0.1802 0.1670
S1 0.2716 0.2708 0.0000 0.2375 0.2201
S2 0.2376 0.2370 0.1250 0.2078 0.1926
S3 0.2037 0.2031 0.2500 0.1781 0.1651
S4 0.1697 0.1693 0.3750 0.1484 0.1375
S5 0.1358 0.1354 0.5000 0.1187 0.1100
S6 0.1018 0.1016 0.6250 0.0891 0.0825
S7 0.0679 0.0677 0.7500 0.0594 0.0550
S8 0.0339 0.0339 0.8750 0.0297 0.0275
S9 0.0000 0.0000 1.0000 0.0000 0.0000
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V281 V221 V206 V274 V189

Fig. 3. Sensitivity analysis of the first five vaccine recipients’ ranking in the nine scenarios.
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Fig. 4. Correlation of ranks of the nine scenarios for all 300 vaccine recipients.
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for VR-281. Similarly, for VR-221, the data were consistent during
the weight change (S1 to S6), whereas a drop to the third rank was
apparent (S7 to S9). The following two ranks (VR-206 and VR-274)
show a bouncing effect towards the weight changing of the criteria
with respect to the nine scenarios. VR-189 notably dropped from
the fifth rank to eighth and seventh ranks in S1 and S2, respec-
tively. This finding can be attributed to the chronic disease condi-
tion and the vaccine recipient membership, which represent the
second and third most important criteria, and they recorded low
data values for VR-189. The findings further imply that weight
would increase the rank, but the age weight would cause its drop.
However, this relationship could boost the first three rankings
when the age weight is increased in contrast to the scenarios of
the other criteria (S4 to S9). Thus, the sensitivity of the priority
ranks is influenced by the changing of the criteria weights and
the data record of each vaccine recipient with a corresponding cri-
teria importance level. Finally, the Spearman correlation coefficient
(SCC) was employed to statistically evaluate the relationships
amongst the results of the nine scenarios [95]. Fig. 4 shows the
high-level correlation results of the nine scenarios for all 300 vac-
cine recipients.

Fig. 4 illustrates the correlation analytical results of the vaccine
recipients’ ranking for the nine scenarios based on the obtained
correlation values (Fig. 4). The correlation of the ranks is high in
all scenarios. In particular, the SCC values exceed 0.9930 in all nine
scenarios. Then, the mean value of the SCC for the nine scenarios of
the 300 vaccine recipients was computed, obtaining a result of
0.9978. This high correlation value indicates a significant correla-
tion of the ranks’ outcomes, and it supports the systematic ranking
results in Table 20.

Comparison analysis

In this assessment, the comparison analysis of the related work
is discussed from two aspects.

Theoretically, the importance level of each vaccine distribution
criterion is a critical issue in vaccine distribution, but limited vac-
cine doses should also be prioritised amongst the vaccine recipi-
ents. The proposed new dynamic methodology for prioritising
the vaccine distribution is an important tool. This dynamic
methodology was formulated by integrating FWZIC and FDOSM
under a Pythagorean fuzzy environment. Compared with the
non-standard fuzzy set (i.e. IFS), the Pythagorean fuzzy environ-
ment can more efficiently handle the membership degrees of the
expert preferences by reducing the vagueness and imprecision
and increasing the accuracy of the final decision making, which
takes into account the differences between membership and
non-membership degrees [56,58,59]. PFN can enhance the capabil-
ity of handling the (m) membership and (m) non-membership cases
when the summation of the membership and non-membership
values is greater than 1, which is the most common real-world
problem and even relevant in this case study. The intuitionistic
fuzzy set fails to satisfy the condition (m+ m � 1) when the summa-
tion of the (m) membership and (m) non-membership is greater
than 1 [58]. Thus, the proposed homogeneous Pythagorean fuzzy
framework is more efficient than the other approaches.

Practically, a previous study [10] proposed an integration
framework based on the fuzzy AHP-TOPSIS to prioritise certain
groups in the society, but it ignored the vaccine recipients’ records
that could highly affect the prioritisation level for certain recipi-
ents of the immediate group. The AHP’s inconsistency problem
was apparent amongst the criteria weights, indicating that a fair
distribution process could not be guaranteed. Moreover, the dis-
tance measurement between the best solution (i.e. ideal solution)
and all other alternatives was considered an issue in TOPSIS
because it is dependent on two references (i.e. positive and nega-
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tive ideal solution). The best alternative should have the longest
distance from the negative ideal solution and the nearest distance
to the positive ideal solution. However, this distance ratio cannot
fully ensure the closeness to the ideal solution [50]. This study
has succeeded in providing a dynamic distribution mechanism
for prioritising the vaccine distribution as it not only focuses on
the distribution criteria but also considers the details of the data-
set. Moreover, the proposed integration of a new formulation of
the PFWZIC and PFDOSMmethods can provide a dynamic distribu-
tion mechanism for prioritising the vaccine distribution, success-
fully overcoming the inconsistency problem and the distance
measurement presented in the previous studies.

Summary points

The summary points of this study are as follows.

Multicriteria requirements for COVID-19 vaccine distribution

The multicriteria requirements for COVID-19 vaccine distribu-
tion are identified to eliminate the possibility of random distribu-
tion of vaccine doses. This study identifies new criteria
characteristics for allocating the COVID-19 vaccine doses by utilis-
ing a multi-risk criteria methodology. In this scheme, the differen-
tiations amongst population samples can be highlighted.

New dataset paths for COVID-19 vaccine recipients

Interesting results are generally observed in terms of distribu-
tion, and the initial ranking results can sufficiently guarantee that
most critical vaccine recipients had been included within the top
priority rank. The limited data of COVID-19 vaccine recipients are
a valid concern according to the literature. The results of this study
were based on the identification of a set of criteria (i.e. beliefs from
the knowledge domain) to produce and generate a dataset com-
prising 300 population samples.

DM of COVID-19 vaccine distribution

The vaccine recipients were evaluated and differentiated on the
basis of the proposed DM. The findings can provide solid guidelines
in formulating a novel methodology of prioritising COVID-19 vac-
cine distribution. Moreover, the identified criteria and the gener-
ated dataset are considered in the proposed DM.

Dynamic distribution mechanism

This study presented a dynamic distribution mechanism for
COVID-19 vaccine doses based on a novel homogeneous Pythagor-
ean fuzzy decision-making framework. Firstly, the PFWZIC was
used as a regulated method to assign weights for a number of cri-
teria according to the selected cases and the distribution strategies
of the affected countries. Secondly, the PFDOSM method was used
to dynamically adjust the vaccine dose allocations to fit the
requirements or situations of the different memberships. This
framework could automatically rank and eliminate the common
gaps in distribution. We expect many countries to eventually use
the presented methodology and view it as an urgent approach.

Conclusion

The complexity of the COVID-19 vaccine distribution can be
solved by using a dynamic distribution framework for COVID-19
vaccine based on the integration of the extended PFWZIC and
PFDOSM. The proposed methodology involves two phases, namely,
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the identification and development processes (Fig. 1). The ranking
of vaccine recipients was conducted in the individual and group
contexts. The result was an inductive methodology based on the
use of detailed ranking procedures, which were then adopted for
analysing the data presented within each phase. The evaluation
process based on the systematic ranking and sensitive analyses
was used to assess the rank process. We believe that this study is
a useful guide for researchers and practitioners, and it can provide
direction and valuable information to future research. However,
this study has two limitations. (1) The COVID-19 vaccine distribu-
tion was resulted on the bases of using one aggregation operator
only. (2) This study has used one defuzzification technique only
in both PFDOSM and PFWZIC methods. Several future directions
are recommended: (1) presenting and processing a huge dataset
of COVID-19 vaccine recipients by considering all probabilities
for each alternative and distribution criteria; (2) performing the
proposed MCDM method based on two levels: firstly, each vaccine
recipient membership (i.e. frontline health workers, key workers
and frontline staff employees and none or both children and home-
makers will be prioritised, and secondly, each alternative within
each membership will be prioritised, followed by accumulating
them effectively. This direction might investigate other distribu-
tion criteria and their effectiveness including the family income
and nutritional habits; and (3) several fuzzy types, such as interval
type-2 hesitant fuzzy sets [96], intuitionistic and interval-valued
approaches[97] and the neutrosophic [95] and spherical [98] types,
can be adopted in FDOSM and/or FWZIC to effectively overcome
the uncertainty limitation.
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